All relevant data are within the paper and its Supporting Information files.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Eukaryotic and bacterial proteomes contain proteins bearing simple amino acid motifs including homo-repeats consisting of a single multiply repeated amino acid. The understanding of the amino acid tandem repeat function in different proteomes is one of the important tasks of molecular biology. It turned out that some homo-repeats play more important roles in the biological processes \[[@pone.0206941.ref001]\] and are associated with human diseases than it was previously recognized. Strong selection of homo-repeats in evolution for all proteomes has been demonstrated \[[@pone.0206941.ref002]\].

The question about the influence of homo-repeats in proteins on the increasing or decreasing the fraction of disordered residues was considered in several publications \[[@pone.0206941.ref003]--[@pone.0206941.ref007]\]. It was shown that the occurrence of homo-repeats with hydrophobic amino acids results in a decreasing fraction of disordered residues, at the same time this value for charge, polar and small amino acid residues increases. The maximum fraction of disordered residues was obtained for proteins with lysine and arginine homo-repeats, and the minimum value corresponds to valine and leucine homo-repeats \[[@pone.0206941.ref007]\]. The recent review by Darling and Uversky concentrates on the intrinsic disorder in proteins with pathogenic repeat expansions, considering only alanine and glutamine homo-repeats \[[@pone.0206941.ref008]\].

As we demonstrated earlier, that the minimal size of homo-repeats varies with amino acid types and proteomes. We have found that homo-repeats containing polar or small amino acids S, P, H, E, D, K, Q, and N are enriched in structural disorder as well as protein- and RNA-interactions. We observed that E, S, Q, G, L, P, D, A, and H homo-repeats are strongly associated with the occurrence in human diseases. Moreover, S, E, P, A, Q, D, and T homo-repeats are significantly enriched in neuronal proteins associated with autism and other disorders \[[@pone.0206941.ref002]\].

It was shown that proteins containing alanine repeats of ten and more residues were able to aggregate \[[@pone.0206941.ref009]\]. It should be stressed that expansion of homo-repeats is a molecular basis for at least 18 human neurological diseases. Several proteins were found to be associated with poly-A (alanine) developmental diseases (9 inherited human diseases) \[[@pone.0206941.ref008],[@pone.0206941.ref010]\]: cleidocranial dysplasia (CCD, gene RUNX2), congenital central hypo-ventilation syndrome (CCHS, gene PHOX2B), hand--foot--genital syndrome (HFGS, gene HOXA13), blepharophimosis (BPEIS, gene FOXL2), oculopharyngeal muscular dystrophy (OPMD, gene PABPN1), infantile spasm syndrome (XLMR, gene ARX), X-linked mental retardation and abnormal genitalia (XLAG, gene ARX), X-linked mental retardation and growth hormone deficit (XLMR + GHD, gene SOX3), and holoprosencephaly (HPE, gene ZIC2) \[[@pone.0206941.ref010]\]. Expansion of poly-Q is implicated in several neurodegenerative diseases, including Huntington's disease and several spinocerebellar ataxias. It should be noted that the length of the poly-Q repeat is critical to pathogenesis. Although a repeat of 40 glutamine residues is present in the forkhead box P2 transcription factor normal allele, the protein has not been found to be associated with a poly-Q disease \[[@pone.0206941.ref011]\].

Recently it has been found that local compositional enrichment within protein sequences affects the translation efficiency, abundance, half-life, subcellular localization, and molecular functions of proteins \[[@pone.0206941.ref012]\]. It should be mentioned several papers about aggregation propensity of the human \[[@pone.0206941.ref013]\], yeast \[[@pone.0206941.ref014]\] proteomes, and cytosolic *E*. *coli* proteome \[[@pone.0206941.ref015]\], but without consideration of homo-repeats.

One can suggest that the occurrence of homo-repeats in the protein sequence results in the increasing aggregation ability of the proteins. They are more aggregation-prone. It is well known that an increase in the number of PrP repeats induces spontaneous prion disease \[[@pone.0206941.ref016]\], whereas repeat deletion retards the disease and diminishes PrPSc formation \[[@pone.0206941.ref017]\]. *In vitro*, two extra copies of R2 repeat cause the N-terminal and Middle domains (NM) of SUP35 to aggregate with an abbreviated lag phase, whereas deletion of R2--R5 repeats extends the lag phase \[[@pone.0206941.ref018],[@pone.0206941.ref019]\]. Therefore, a large number of repeats will facilitate the correct alignment of intermolecular contacts between protein molecules that drive amyloid formation \[[@pone.0206941.ref020]\].

Rapidly formed fibrils stimulate aggregation acting as seeds and can greatly decrease with increasing differences in the primary structure. A good example is immunoglobulin domains with different primary structures. It was shown that co-aggregation between different types of domains is not observed when the identity of the primary structure is below 30--40% \[[@pone.0206941.ref021]\]. The bioinformatics analysis of the tandem homologous domains in large multi-domain proteins revealed homology less than 40%, which probably indicates that the primary structure of proteins is arranged so as to avoid aggregation. One can conclude that modulation of the aggregation propensity is a driving force in protein evolution.

In this respect important questions arise: what lengths and type of homo-repeats can affect aggregation properties of their host proteins? What differences exist between the proteins with homo-repeats and without them? We are the first who have made a bioinformatics analysis of the influence of homo-repeats of different lengths on aggregation properties of their host proteins for the analysis covered all 20 amino acid residues and 122 proteomes.

Results and discussion {#sec002}
======================

Systematic analysis of occurrence of homo-repeats in 1449683 proteins from 122 proteomes and in the different sets of proteins {#sec003}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To investigate the influence of homo-repeats on the aggregation properties of proteins we should define what length of homo-repeat is not random. In our previous analysis we demonstrated what length of amino acid residues is not random \[[@pone.0206941.ref002]\]. For each of 20 amino acids, this length was determined considering that the occurrence of such lengths of homo-repeats differs at least 10-fold between natural and expected occurrence in 122 proteomes. Therefore, for our analysis we considered the effect of only homo-repeats with the length larger than four amino acid residues (single-amino-acid tandem repeats) in the proteins on the aggregation properties of host proteins from 122 eukaryotic and bacterial proteomes. It should be noted that the lengths of five and six residues are the minimal lengths which are responsible for aggregation or can be considered as amyloidogenic regions \[[@pone.0206941.ref022],[@pone.0206941.ref023]\] although dipeptide IlePhe can form amyloid fibrils \[[@pone.0206941.ref024]\].

In some proteomes there are not sufficient proteins containing homo-repeats for statistics (see [Table 1](#pone.0206941.t001){ref-type="table"}, \[[@pone.0206941.ref025]\]), therefore we combined all proteins for analysis, and the database includes 1 449 683 (Np) proteins.

10.1371/journal.pone.0206941.t001

###### Number of proteins having at least one pair of homo-repeats.

![](pone.0206941.t001){#pone.0206941.t001g}

          C      M      F        I        L        V      W     Y        A          G          T          S          Q          N          E          D          H          R         K          P
  ------- ------ ------ -------- -------- -------- ------ ----- -------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- ---------- ----------
  **C**   *7*    1      3        2        *25*     4      0     3        22         *49*       10         20         11         8          11         8          8          6         7          20
  **M**   1      *8*    3        1        *25*     2      0     0        19         7          13         22         27         19         *30*       16         5          6         13         11
  **F**   3      3      **79**   *17*     *76*     19     0     8        52         56         45         78         51         72         38         23         12         23        *107*      38
  **I**   2      1      *17*     **52**   *56*     *22*   0     **31**   13         25         42         47         30         *92*       16         16         16         6         25         10
  **L**   *25*   *25*   *76*     *56*     *372*    44     1     *33*     *1014*     351        261        579        265        190        *540*      180        56         184       158        425
  **V**   4      2      19       *22*     44       *67*   2     2        147        117        55         108        53         46         61         56         11         37        27         46
  **W**   0      0      0        0        1        2      *1*   0        5          5          3          5          1          1          3          3          0          0         0          1
  **Y**   3      0      8        **31**   *33*     2      0     **25**   11         8          30         23         18         *64*       14         19         4          0         *29*       11
  **A**   22     19     52       13       *1014*   147    5     11       **5230**   **4957**   *1579*     **3843**   **4016**   1017       *2024*     *1548*     **975**    *893*     548        **3178**
  **G**   *49*   7      56       25       351      117    5     8        **4957**   **5339**   *1468*     **3349**   **3217**   *1327*     *1674*     *1385*     **868**    *792*     417        **2528**
  **T**   10     13     45       42       261      55     3     30       *1579*     *1468*     **3313**   **3313**   **3117**   **3236**   *1114*     *1096*     *529*      209       355        *1267*
  **S**   20     22     78       47       579      108    5     23       **3843**   **3349**   **3313**   **5735**   **4801**   **3614**   *2316*     *1833*     **1166**   *733*     *990*      *2922*
  **Q**   11     27     51       30       265      53     1     18       **4016**   **3217**   **3117**   **4801**   **8080**   **4202**   *1698*     *1524*     **1523**   361       509        **3157**
  **N**   8      19     72       *92*     190      46     1     *64*     1017       *1327*     **3236**   **3614**   **4202**   **6486**   *1212*     *1435*     *667*      117       *1256*     854
  **E**   11     *30*   38       16       *540*    61     3     14       *2024*     *1674*     *1114*     *2316*     *1698*     *1212*     **3427**   **2196**   *312*      *472*     *1180*     *1565*
  **D**   8      16     23       16       180      56     3     19       *1548*     *1385*     *1096*     *1833*     *1524*     *1435*     **2196**   **1714**   *302*      *343*     *804*      *1001*
  **H**   8      5      12       16       56       11     0     4        **975**    **868**    *529*      **1166**   **1523**   *667*      *312*      *302*      **617**    79        92         *675*
  **R**   6      6      23       6        184      37     0     0        *893*      *792*      209        *733*      361        117        *472*      *343*      79         **443**   *234*      *549*
  **K**   7      13     *107*    25       158      27     0     *29*     548        417        355        *990*      509        *1256*     *1180*     *804*      92         *234*     **1793**   422
  **P**   20     11     38       10       425      46     1     11       **3178**   **2528**   *1267*     *2922*     **3157**   854        *1565*     *1001*     *675*      *549*     422        **4692**

In 215 481 proteins (15%) there are homo-repeats with the length of 5 residues and more. Our database includes 380 853 (*N*~*h*~) homo-repeats for all amino acids. The leader among these homo-repeats is serine. There are 41 253 serine homo-repeats, and only 49 tryptophan ones. The rest values are presented in [Fig 1A](#pone.0206941.g001){ref-type="fig"}. First, let us examine common features of proteins with homo-repeats.

![Properties of proteins with homo-repeats.\
**A**. Number of proteins with homo-repeats for 20 amino acids in 1 449 683 proteins from 122 proteomes. **B**. Averaged number of amino acid residues in proteins with homo-repeats for 20 amino acids.](pone.0206941.g001){#pone.0206941.g001}

As seen, the number of proteins with homo-repeats is less than the number of homo-repeats, because some homo-repeats occur in pairs. Green color corresponds to hydrophobic amino acids, orange to hydrophilic and charged ones, and yellow to small amino acids and proline. Hydrophobic homo-repeats occur rarer than the others with the exception of leucine.

Proteins with homo-repeats are on average longer than in the whole database. The average length of proteins in the database is 435 residues (shown by the bold line in [Fig 1B](#pone.0206941.g001){ref-type="fig"}), the average length of a protein with homo-repeats ranging from 421 for cysteine homo-repeats to 847 for asparagine homo-repeats. The differences between the average length proteins with homo-repeats and the average length of proteins in the whole database are significant for all with exception of C, F, W, Y, M. The statistical significance was estimated with the Z-score. The distribution of Z-scores can be approximated by a normal distribution. For isoleucine homo-repeat this difference is 5 standard deviations (s.d.), and the probability for this is less than $10^{- 6}$; for V it is 7 s.d. and the probability is less than $10^{- 10}$. For all the rest the difference is more than 20 s.d. and the probability of an accidental match is too small to count. It should be mentioned that the longer the protein the longer homo-repeat will be.

The percentage of single homo-repeats among all possible ones is presented in [Fig 2](#pone.0206941.g002){ref-type="fig"}. If the homo-repeats occur independently of each other in proteins, the proportion of single homo-repeats would be $\left( {1 - \frac{1}{N_{p}}} \right)^{N_{h}}*100 \approx 77$ for all amino acids. Meanwhile, even for leucine homo-repeats it is less (73%), although only slightly. But 15% of asparagine homo-repeats are not random. The number of proteins that have at least a couple of homo-repeats for two amino acids is shown in [Table 1](#pone.0206941.t001){ref-type="table"}.

![Fraction of single homo-repeats for 20 amino acids occurring in the proteins from 122 proteomes.](pone.0206941.g002){#pone.0206941.g002}

Different style is given according to the Z-values: $$Z_{ij} = \frac{N_{ij} - N_{i}N_{j}/N_{p}}{\left( {N_{i}N_{j}/N_{p}} \right)^{1/2}}.$$ Here $N_{ij}$ is the number of proteins with homo-repeats for a pair of amino acids *i* and *j*. $N_{i}$ and $N_{j}$ are the numbers of homo-repeats for amino acids *i* and *j*, respectively. $N_{p}$ is the number of proteins in the database. Bold fontcorresponds to $Z_{ij} > 50$, and italic font to $10 \leq Z_{ij} \leq 50$. It is easy to note that the most striking result corresponds to the diagonal of the matrix, i.e., homo-repeats of the same amino acids are often found in pairs in the considered proteins. Moreover, the matrix is divided in two parts: the first one is the cluster of hydrophobic amino acids (CMFILVWY) and the second one includes small and hydrophilic amino acids (AGTSQN EDHRKP). The obtained result that hydrophobic amino acids prefer to occur in pair with hydrophobic ones, and polar, charged and small amino acids in pair with similar amino acids agrees with our previous result that the appearance of the first will decrease the fraction of the disordered residues, at the same time the occurrence of the second will increase the fraction of the disordered residues \[[@pone.0206941.ref007]\].

Large cluster with small, polar and charge amino acids again divided into 6 smaller clusters. A, G, T, S, Q, N prefer to appear in the same proteins. E and D prefer to appear together, H, R, and K prefer to be in pair with itself. P prefer to be with A, G, Q and P.

It should be noted that basic amino acid homo-repeats (R and K) are not very often combined with other homo-repeats, but are more common than one could randomly expect. The general result is that homo-repeats occur in pairs in the protein chain.

Homo-repeats are important for prion-like domains of RNA-binding proteins {#sec004}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

The formation of stress granules and all membrane less compartments (P-bodies, etc...) is considered a composition-driven molecular process. Many of the RNA-binding proteins that make up stress granules have prion-like domains. To verify that homo-repeats are important for some proteins, we considered two databases. One database consists of 49 RNA-binding proteins containing predicted prion-like domains published in \[[@pone.0206941.ref026]\]. These proteins enriched in some amino acids (see [S1 Table](#pone.0206941.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Prion-like domains are predominantly associated with enrichment of Q or N residues \[[@pone.0206941.ref027]\]. The other database is compiled from the Uniprot in which it is indicated that these proteins are included in the stress granules from the human proteome. In total 102 such proteins have been found. In order to compare these bases, we analyzed PDB (70 147 structures and non-redundant protein sequences (nr) 38 876 450). We estimated the fraction of amino acid residues included in the homo-repeats. We started from the length two, because it is the minimal length of any homo-repeat. It turned out that the fraction of amino acid residues in homo-repeats is larger for RNA-binding proteins with prion-like domains and for 102 proteins from the stress granules than for 70147 protein structures from the PDB, and from the non-redundant 38 876 450 protein sequences until 6 residue length for 49 RNA-binding proteins with prion-like domain and until 3 for 102 human proteins from the stress granules ([Fig 3](#pone.0206941.g003){ref-type="fig"}). It is important to underline that RNA-binding proteins with a prion-like domain involved in many protein functions and diseases are connected with misfolding of these proteins.

![Occurrence of homo-repeats in the different set of proteins.\
Fraction of amino acid residues in homo-repeats versus the length of homo-repeats for 49 RNA-binding proteins with predicted prion-like domains (black circles), 102 proteins from stress granules (white circles), for 70 147 protein structures from the PDB (black triangles), and from the non-redundant 38 876 450 protein sequences (white triangles).](pone.0206941.g003){#pone.0206941.g003}

Influence of homo-repeats on the aggregation properties of proteins {#sec005}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

To examine whether homo-repeat enrichment can affect protein aggregation we explored the relationship between enrichment for each amino acid homo-repeat and aggregating properties of proteins. We describe the aggregating properties of proteins considering such the aggregation values as Spos, Sneg and Sall (see [Material and methods](#sec006){ref-type="sec"}) for each amino acid residue along the protein sequence using the FoldAmyloid program \[[@pone.0206941.ref028],[@pone.0206941.ref029]\]. Comparison of the results for 30 proteins \[[@pone.0206941.ref030]\] using eight different methods demonstrated that our method is among the best ones (see [Table 2](#pone.0206941.t002){ref-type="table"}).

10.1371/journal.pone.0206941.t002

###### Averaged results of amyloid predictions (amyloidogenic regions) for 30 proteins by various algorithms.

![](pone.0206941.t002){#pone.0206941.t002g}

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Scoring\                                            PASTA2\                      Amyl\                              Tango\                       Met\                         Waltz\                       Fold\                        Arch\                        FISH-Amyloid\
  type                                                \[[@pone.0206941.ref031]\]   Pred2 \[[@pone.0206941.ref032]\]   \[[@pone.0206941.ref033]\]   Amyl\                        \[[@pone.0206941.ref035]\]   Amyloid\                     candy\                       \[[@pone.0206941.ref037]\]
                                                                                                                                                   \[[@pone.0206941.ref034]\]                                \[[@pone.0206941.ref029]\]   \[[@pone.0206941.ref036]\]   
  --------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------------------------- ----------------------------
  Sensitivity                                         0.36                         0.41                               0.19                         0.38                         0.19                         0.28                         0.16                         0.13

  Specificity                                         0.91                         0.86                               0.95                         0.86                         0.94                         0.92                         0.92                         0.95

  False regions predicted as amyloidogenic            38                           121                                37                           88                           37                           31                           15                           49

  Number of correctly predicted regions / **total**   33/**46**                    42/**46**                          17/**46**                    33/**46**                    22/**46**                    29/**46**                    8/**46**                     21/**46**
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

All methods were used under conditions of optimal specificity; FoldAmyloid was used with a sliding window of seven residues.

Also, it should be mentioned the review of Chiti who presented experimental data about the possibility of different methods of predictions of amyloidogenic regions *in vivo* \[[@pone.0206941.ref038]\]. He also demonstrated that our method is among the best methods. Recently, 14 different methods for the prediction of protein aggregation propensity have been considered \[[@pone.0206941.ref039]\].

To observe the impact of homo-repeat in a pure form we performed an additional analysis to understand what properties of the protein chain will be changed after adding homo-repeats in the random sequences and the real proteins from 122 proteomes. To each protein in two bases (random proteome and 122 real proteomes) 20\*15 homo-repeats have been added with the length from 1 to 15 residues. Homo-repeats are added in the middle of the chain. If the length of the protein represented an odd number of residues, then a homo-repeat was added between residues M and M+1 (2M+1 = N is the length of the given protein). The difference between Spos (N)---Spos(N-1) is shown in [Fig 4](#pone.0206941.g004){ref-type="fig"}. Sneg and Sall were treated by the same procedure (see [Fig 4](#pone.0206941.g004){ref-type="fig"}). Spos is the sum of significant positive peaks normalized by the length of the protein. When we add a homo-repeat the length of the protein increases. Therefore, Spos decreases when we add homo-repeat containing hydrophilic amino acids. And likewise the absolute value decreases Sneg when we add homo-repeat with hydrophobic amino acids.

![Effect of the single cysteine homo-repeat insertion of different length into the random proteome on Spos, Sneg, and Sall.](pone.0206941.g004){#pone.0206941.g004}

To find the pure influence of a homo-repeat in protein we have added in all sequences, including 2 000 000 random sequences, artificial homo-repeat of different length from 1 and to 15 residues. The maximal effect which we observed for any homo-repeat corresponds to homo-repeat of 5--6 residues long. This result is consistent with the experimental observation that the minimal amyloidogenic fragment has also 5--6 residues. We present results only for cysteine because the results for other amino acids are similar (see [S2 Table](#pone.0206941.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For homo-repeats with hydrophilic amino acids the sign and graphs Sneg and Spos are reversed. Through this study, we can estimate the effect of the single homo-repeat on Spos, Sneg, and Sall. The dependences are the same for random and real 122 proteomes ([S2](#pone.0206941.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#pone.0206941.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Tables).

In order to estimate the effect of homo-repeats themselves, we cut the longest homo-repeat for the given amino acid, and then recalculated the Spos, Sneg, and Sall for the protein chain without it. Finally, to assess the impact of all homo-repeats in the considered protein, we also cut out all homo-repeats and recalculated Spos, Sneg, and Sall again.

We can observe the influence of homo-repeats on the aggregation properties by looking from the other side: deleting the main homo-repeat in the first case and then deleting all homo-repeats from the protein.

After characterization of proteins with homo-repeats, we analyzed the aggregation properties of such proteins. For all proteins, we calculated Spos which reflects aggregation properties of proteins. The trivial effect is connected with the occurrence of hydrophobic home-repeats which will enhance the aggregation properties of protein by itself.

The difference between Spos, Sneg, and Sall for proteins with homo-repeats and the entire database cannot be explained only by the occurrence of homo-repeats ([Fig 5](#pone.0206941.g005){ref-type="fig"}, data for Sneg, and Sall are presented in Figs [6](#pone.0206941.g006){ref-type="fig"} and [7](#pone.0206941.g007){ref-type="fig"}). It is evident that for tryptophan and methionine, all the features are exhausted by the longest homo-repeat ([Fig 5](#pone.0206941.g005){ref-type="fig"}) (Spos decreases to zero after cutting off the main homo-repeat). But for all other amino acids, the difference between proteins with homo-repeats and the rest of the database is much larger than the impact of actual homo-repeats ([Fig 5](#pone.0206941.g005){ref-type="fig"}). Such a way we have demonstrated that homo-repeats enrichments influence on the protein aggregation properties.

![Comparison of normalized Spos scores for proteins with homo-repeats with the whole database.\
Blue bars correspond to normalized Spos scores for a full chain, red bars correspond to Spos scores for a chain without the main homo-repeat, and green bars correspond to Spos scores for a chain without all homo-repeats.](pone.0206941.g005){#pone.0206941.g005}

![Comparison of normalized Sneg scores for proteins with homo-repeats and the whole database.](pone.0206941.g006){#pone.0206941.g006}

![Comparison of normalized Sall scores for proteins with homo-repeats and the whole database.](pone.0206941.g007){#pone.0206941.g007}

In this paper, we have demonstrated the influence of homo-repeats with lengths larger than four amino acid residues on the aggregation properties of their host proteins considering 122 eukaryotic and bacterial proteomes. It turned out that proteins with homo-repeats are twice longer than the average length of proteins from 122 proteomes. We have shown that the aggregation properties of proteins with homo-repeats cannot be explained only by the appearance of the main (the longest) homo-repeat in the sequence. We have discovered that, as a rule, homo-repeats occur in pairs in the proteins, though hydrophobic and aromatic homo-repeats most frequently occur in pairs with similar ones, and homo-repeats constructed of polar, charged and small amino acids are prone to be in pair with similar homo-repeat. Considering different sets of proteins, we have demonstrated that the RNA-binding proteins with a prion-like domain have the maximal fraction of homo-repeats in comparison with those in the PDB and non-redundent dataset of sequences.

Materials and methods {#sec006}
=====================

FoldAmyloid program {#sec007}
-------------------

The FoldAmyloid web server is available at <http://bioinfo.protres.ru/fold-amyloid/>. The program/server takes an amino acid sequence (in the FASTA format) as an input and calculates the profile of the requested type \[in this case we used the scale of the expected number of contacts\]. If five or more residues in the profile lie above the given cutoff (the default value is 21.4 for the packing density scale), we predict this region as amyloidogenic. Spos is the sum of areas of aggregation peaks, i.e. the area under the peak that lies above the threshold of 21.4, which is then normalized by the protein length ([Fig 8](#pone.0206941.g008){ref-type="fig"}). Sneg is the sum of areas of aggregation peaks that lies below the threshold of 21.4. Sall is the sum of aggregation values for each amino acid along the protein chain normalized by the protein length.

![Schematic representation of amyloidogenic profile.\
The area under the peak that lies above the threshold of 21.4 is colored by red and below the threshold by blue.](pone.0206941.g008){#pone.0206941.g008}

Databases and programs {#sec008}
----------------------

The HRaP database (<http://bioinfo.protres.ru/hrap/>) includes 1 449 683 proteins from 122 proteomes. For 215 481 proteins having homo-repeats the user can find the GO annotation. Also, we have considered the set of 49 RNA-binding proteins with predicted prion-like domains by using the prion score \[[@pone.0206941.ref039]\], 102 proteins from the stress granules, 38 876 450 non-redundant protein sequences and 70 147 protein structures from the PDB.

The random proteome includes 2 000 000 sequences. The lengths of sequences vary from 50 to 550 amino acid residues. An amino acid was chosen randomly according to the frequencies of amino acids obtained from the real 122 proteomes (see [Fig 9](#pone.0206941.g009){ref-type="fig"}).

We used the database of 30 proteins and peptides to test the work of different programs that are not created by us \[[@pone.0206941.ref031]\]: prolactin, calcitonin, apolipoprotein A-I, casein, serum amyloid A1 protein, transthyretin, lactoferrin, semenogelin-1, Aβ42, gelsolin, tau, amylin, lung surfactant, α-synuclein, lysozyme, β2-microglobulin, medin, brain natriuretic peptide, apolipoprotein C-II, odontogenic ameloblast-associated protein, cystatin C, insulin chain A, insulin chain B, β-lactoglobulin, acylphosphatase-2, high mobility group protein B1, cold shock protein, kerato-epithelin, myoglobin, replication protein.

![Frequencies of amino acids for 1449683 proteins from 122 proteomes.](pone.0206941.g009){#pone.0206941.g009}

Supporting information {#sec009}
======================

###### Amino acid composition values for 49 RNA-binding proteins with predicted prion-like domains.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of the single homo-repeat insertion of different length into the random proteome on Spos, Sneg, and Sall for 20 amino acids.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Effect of the single homo-repeat insertion of different length into the proteins from 122 proteomes on Spos, Sneg, and Sall for 20 amino acids.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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